Scintillation of initially convergent Gaussian beams in the vicinity of the geometric focus.
As an initially convergent Gaussian beam enters the vicinity of the geometric focus, weak fluctuation theory predicts a drop in the longitudinal component of the log-irradiance variance and an increase in the radial component off the beam center. The phenomenon intensifies as the beam nears the geometric focus, also with decreasing magnitude of the focusing parameter. Precisely at the geometric focus, first-order weak fluctuation theory further predicts that as the initial beam size continues to increase, the longitudinal component of the log-irradiance variance decreases toward zero, while the radial component increases without bound. This eventually entails a rapid change in scintillation across the beam surface that has yet to be verified experimentally, to our knowledge. We demonstrate that when diffractionlike effects produced by optical turbulence are introduced, predicted log-irradiance variance exhibits such extremes in behavior only in the case of weak turbulence. Also, at the exact geometric focus, scintillation does not vanish with increasing initial beam size but achieves a value determined by and growing with turbulence strength and nearly independent of initial beam size. The radial component of log-irradiance quickly loses significance as turbulence strength increases. In fact, general extremal behavior of the log-irradiance variance in the vicinity of the geometric focus is drastically curtailed. Differences across the diffractive beam surface become small and exhibit only a modest dependence on the initial beam size.